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OVERVIEW

BRAND MANIFESTO
Baseball is America's pastime and a way families and
generations have been connecting for years. The MLB
prides itself with it’s timeless and impactful history.

The Best in the Game
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TAGLINES
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MLB’s current audience makes up of boomers and millennials.
They struggle attracting younger viewers.The number of people
between the ages of 7 and 17 playing baseball in the U.S.
decreased by 41% from 9 million in 2002 to 5.3 million in 2013.
There is also a push for MLB to appeal to a larger female
audience.

52%

70%

Of Gen Z say they prefer
the NFL over the MLB.

of important family
decisions are made by the
female head of household.
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TARGET MARKET

AUDIENCE DEMOGRAPHIC
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Looking at the NFL and MLB in particular, women
comprise 47% of all MLB fans and 44% of NFL fans.

WHY IS THERE A LACK OF WOMEN?
Girls have 1.3 million fewer opportunities to play high school
sports than boys have. Lack of physical education in schools
and limited opportunities to play sports in both high school
and college mean girls have to look elsewhere for sports
–which may not exist or may cost more money.
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FEMALE AUDIENCE

UNDERSTANDING FEMALES
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The Gen Z Attitude:

Gen Z represents 40% of American consumers.

60%

Prefer a product over
an experience.

80%

Find that creativity
is important

52%

Gen Z males prefer
non-traditional sports

48%

Gen Z college students
prefer social media rather
than turning to TV.

A hyper-connected, acutely
conscious, concerned & highly
opinionated generation. Everything
must have an extrinsic value.

The Gen Z Culture:

From social media to streaming to
mobile news, nearly every form of
lifestyle for a Gen Z kid requires
constant media consumption.
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GEN Z DEMOGRAPHIC

GEN Z
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The group favors convenience among
communication channels, making social
media the top preference for interactions.
Gen Z customers respond to edgy and
visual marketing tactics. Videos—especially
short

FAVORITE PLATFORMS
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GEN Z INFLUENCE

SOCIAL MEDIA CONSUMPTION
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Streaming culture amongst Gen Z has grown
exponentially over the year, with many people
turning to streaming sites such at Twitch, and
Youtube to connect with influencers.

GAMING CULTURE:
2/3rd of Gen Z males say gaming is part of their
lifestyles. For this generation, gaming transcends a
hobby and is in fact a primary means of identifying
themselves – a vital facet of their social lives,
component of their media habits and driver of their
brand choices.
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GEN Z INSIGHTS

APPEALING TO A YOUNGER AUDIENCE
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The MLB’s focus has always been it’s teams, but as the rookies continue
to change the game, there’s been a shift.
Fans care about players who make highlight plays, give back to their
communities; Their human off the field, but superhuman when the
game begins.
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BRAND TAKEAWAYS

MAIN INSIGHT
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Fandoms can be fickle, and when it comes to
America’s pastime, allegiance does not always
follow state lines.
TYPICAL FAN:
The Typical MLB fan is a Baby Boomer who
was born into the Baseball culture.
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FAN INTERACTION

WHAT IS A FAN?
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FANATIC

HATERS

Casual fans were not likely
raised on baseball, and as a
result, may not grasp the
intricate elements of the
game. Nonetheless, they enjoy
the idea of going to a ballpark

Baseball fanatics tend to be
raised on baseball and
committed to becoming
patriotic for a certain team.

Baseball non-fans find its
boring. There are many other
sports that they enjoy far
more. They also find hardcore
baseball fans to be incredibly
rude and sexist.

“I can see why this game
has so many fans, but I also
wonder how they all stay
for the entirety of this
game”

“Baseball is beautiful
because of the seams on
the white ball, the crack of
the bat, and the
players…not your shiny
calculator or short
attention span.”

“I hate watching it, it’s just
not entertaining for me
idk. And basketball is my
favorite, cause I feel like
its cool and hype
”
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INTERVIEW INSIGHTS

CASUAL FAN
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MLB is the second most active socially, where the Los
Angeles Dodgers and the New York Yankees have the most
followers.

PLAYER INTERACTION

709.0K

Joc Pederson | LA Dodgers

599.0K

Marcus Stroman | New York Mets

558.3K

Yu Darvish | Chicago Cubs
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SOCIAL ENGAGEMENT

SOCIAL MEDIA
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Competitors Social Media Presence
NFL

The NBA is the third most social league, where it’s no surprise
that the Los Angeles Lakers have the most social network. The
NHL is the fourth most social league -- where the New Jersey
Devils are the most social team, and the Montreal Canadians have
the most followers.
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NBA

NFL is the most socially active. The Philadelphia Eagles are the
most social of the NFL teams, having the largest Twitter network
of all.
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Social Media Presence
MLB
Twitter: 8.4M Followers
Instagram: 5.8M Followers
Facebook: 7,286,780 likes
7,234,977 followers

NFL

Twitter: 28.4M Followers
Instagram: 40.4M Followers
Facebook: 37,995,380 likes
38,543,555 followers

Twitter: 7.2M Followers
Instagram: 15.9M Followers
Facebook: 23,883,425 likes
24,493,788 followers

NHL
Twitter: 6.2M Followers
Instagram: 3.7M Followers
Facebook: 4,606,401 likes
4,429,806 followers
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Twitter: 24.7M Followers
Instagram: 15.4M Followers
Facebook: 17,500,138 likes
17,159,447 followers

NBA**

UFC
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PHYSICAL ENGAGEMENT
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A deeper understanding of Gen Z and female
customers—one that is rooted in continuous, two-way
dialogue—is required to deliver products, services,
and experiences that these elusive and evolving
markets are looking for.
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MAIN TAKEAWAY

EVERYTHING = BASEBALL
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